
Book Dr. Amanda Now:

www.BookDrAmanda.com

No Fucking Around Mindset Strategies That Magnetize Money
Dr. Amanda - "The Money Healer"

NFA NFA MONEYMONEY TALKS TALKS
NFA   BASED LEADERSHIP

Understand the brain science behind
mindset transformation and drop the habit
of being stressed.

Learn how to overcome procrastination and
overwhelm to get laser-focused results.

Implement the secrets of the NFA™
Mindset to get into a State of Being that
inspires productive action.

Apply the NFA Money Formula™ as an
alignment journaling tool to lead with
impact.

Increase company ROI by raising every team
member’s leadership vibe. 

This disruptive NFA™ (No Fucking Around)
leadership based program is designed to turn
business professionals into radically-
responsible mindset masters who lead from a
rock-solid foundation of laser-focused,
personal power habits.

In this session, you will learn the key secrets of
the NFA™ Mindset that will get you into inspired
leadership action to experience amplified
results for yourself and your team. By learning
to apply the NFA Money Formula™ you will
become a balanced, high-vibe leader.  

Uplevel your NFA™ mindset to be the leader of
yourself and your team. Feel poised and
confident to enhance company performance,
productivity, and profitability after this life-
changing, interactive presentation. 

After this program you will be able to:

@NFAMoney:www.nfaMoney .com

NFA Money Mama
Mastermind. She’s an
international bestselling
author and speaker, the
host of The Woman
Entrepreneur Podcast and
the NFA Money YouTube
Channel. She's been
featured on over 150
podcasts, sharing tips on
how to uplevel your money
mindset to manifest easier
money in your business.

Dr. Amanda Barrientez - known as "The Money Healer" - is
the founder of NFA - No Fucking Around - Money and the 

TMNFA APPRECIATION

Within two weeks I had experiences shifts
specifically related to this declaration. I am looking
forward to (and excited about) seeing the impacts
of working with Dr. Amanda going forward.

-Velma G., Creator of Heart Compass Method™  

Dr. Amanda is the most efficient
coach and teacher I have worked
with so far. Her ability to identify
the core issues fast is so helpful.
My business shifted in huge
ways after our first couple of
sessions. We created a map to
grow into a multiple 6 figure

business using her strategies. I highly recommend
Dr. Amanda if you want to make a bigger impact and
take quantum leaps in your business! 

-Macy Matarazzo - CEO SuperLoved™

I participated in one of Dr.
Amanda's programs, and
found huge value in it. By the
end of the class we had
prepared a declaration based
on my personal circum-
stances. I took this and
posted it up in multiple places
for me to see every day. 
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